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RoseRyan takes companies further, faster
RoseRyan delivers tailored and tested finance solutions that help fast-moving companies get where
they want to go. Our finance solutions keep companies on track during critical moments of the
business lifecycle. We’ve helped over 800 companies, particularly in the high tech and life sciences
markets, in the Bay Area since our founding in 1993.
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Our battle-tested finance solutions bring
specialized finance skills and best practices
to your situation. No matter what stage of
the lifecycle your company is in, our savvy
finance and accounting pros can predict what
lies ahead. We thoughtfully match the best
consultants to fit in with the culture and vibe
of your place. Our pros understand the Silicon
Valley tempo and don’t crack under pressure.

Who we are

Rated

Steeped in Silicon Valley savvy and deep experience as finance leaders and
accountants, our dream team brings great finance wherever they go. We know both
sides—having held prominent roles in industry as well as solid experience working
with auditors.
Some of the roles held by our consultants:
• CFO
• Controller
• Technical Accountant
• SOX Project Manager

• Internal Auditor
• FP&A Analyst
• Accounting Manager
• Revenue Recognition Expert
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For more information, contact
Chris Vane at cvane@roseryan.com or (510) 456-3056 x 169
to get your company going further, faster.
Find us at www.roseryan.com

Investors

Our focus has been on powering forward
the tech and life sciences sectors, and our
experience and expertise allow us to consult
in other industries—eCommerce, mobile, social
media, and cannabis among them.
Some clients include:
Cloudera
CloudFlare
Facebook
Genomic Health
Gilead Sciences
Gobble

NatureBox
Netflix
Philips Lumileds
Symantec
Roku
Shutterfly

